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The Mind Matters

As of September, 95% of
college counselors in the United
States reported that mental
health is a growing concern on
their campuses. Fifty percent of
college students reported their
mental health to be below
average or poor. Students are
demanding more on-campus
resources and support.
In this issue, The Daily
Mississippian explores
mental health issues
that affect students
at the university.

A STUDENT ATHLETE’S STRUGGLE
Unlike so many players on the Ole Miss roster,
Tysheem “Sheem’’ Johnson is not from the
South. He is from North Philadelphia, one of the
roughest parts of the United States. Pg. 7

RESOURCES AVAILABLE ON CAMPUS

The University Counseling Center provides students with
necessary mental health services. Located in Lester Hall,
the employees strive to create a safe and welcoming
environment. Pg. 5

DON’T USE DRUGS TO COPE

Despite being easily accessible, turning to drugs and
alcohol to cope can end up causing more mental health
problems. Pg. 10
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What would UM do if a student died by suicide?
MADDY QUON

thedmnews@gmail.com

This semester, there have
been two reports of attempted
suicide, according to the
University Police Department
Clery Daily Crime Log.
“It’s just such an awful
thing to happen with a
student, and certainly with
their families, with their
friends and the campus
community
in
general,”
Juawice McCormick, the
interim director of the
University Counseling Center,
said. “It’s probably one of the
most difficult things in the
world to understand.”
McCormick said if a
student at the University
of Mississippi committed
suicide, the counseling center
partners with the University
Police Department, UMatter
— a program that coordinates
“support efforts both on
and off campus to assist
students facing challenges in
order to promote personal
and academic success” —
along with student housing,
student health and the dean
of students, who all have
a plan in place to provide
support for students, faculty
and staff.
“When a student or
faculty member dies or
commits suicide, everyone’s
impacted,” McCormick said.
McCormick
said
the
counselors of the counseling
center — including herself
— would make themselves
available to meet with those
personally affected by the
death upon request.
“For instance, if we have a
student that kills themselves,
and they’re a resident of a
hall on campus, like RH1, we
make sure that we’re available
to go there at the request
of housing and provide
supportive counseling and
response, or we make it
known that we’re available
here,”
McCormick
said.
“Some students really don’t

want or need you immediately
afterward. They may want
you two or three days later,
so we try to put the message
out that the counseling center
staff are available in whatever
fashion that students want us
to be. If you want us to be onsite, we’ll do that. If you want
to come here, we’re available
to you.”
McCormick
said
she
believes
the
counseling
center has a good and
coordinated response in place
so they’ll be ready to work
anytime something comes
up. According to McCormick,
even when there’s no death
or crisis, if a counselor knows
a student is in distress, they
would be able to call other
resources on campus and get
more details on what services
they provide.
“Because
of
confidentiality, I can’t ask for
a student, but I can then turn
back to a student and say,
‘Okay, if you go to UMatter,
go ask for this person. They
don’t know you’re coming,
but here’s what they can do,’”
McCormick said. “We don’t
ever violate confidentiality
unless there’s a risk that
someone’s going to commit
suicide, or they’re going to
harm someone else. But when
a student needs something,
we can certainly make sure we
know the resources available
and be able to share those
with the student.”
The counseling center has
10 full-time clinicians. So far
this semester, the counseling
center has seen 609 students.
Throughout the 2020-2021
school year, the counseling
center saw 841 students, and
throughout the 2019-2020
school year the counseling
center saw 912 students.
“I think we have had a
huge increase. We’ve had
an increase in the depth
and breadth of issues due to
a lot more grief and loss,”
McCormick said. “We’ve had
an increase in incidences of
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students seeking treatment
for
substance
abuse.
Depression
and
anxiety
are
always
a
constant
(reason for students seeking
counseling).”
McCormick
said
the
counseling center is working
to make sure all the students
who request counseling are
seen and helped.
“Sometimes,
people
cancel (their appointments),”
McCormick said. “We look
at trying to get in touch with
people who are waiting for an
appointment and say, ‘We’ve
got a cancellation. Can you
come in tomorrow?’”
The counseling center
does not have a waitlist as of
Nov. 30, which according to
McCormick is unheard of.
The subject of mental
health,
and
suicide
specifically, does not just
pertain to UM. Following
two deaths by suicide within
48 hours in September at
the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill, UNC
Chancellor Kevin Guskiewicz
wrote in a message to students
on Oct. 10 announcing that
classes would be canceled
on Oct. 12 — World Mental
Health Day — so students

could have a “wellness day.”
Guskiewicz
encouraged
students to rest and check
in on each other during their
wellness day.
“We are in the middle of
a mental health crisis, both
on our campus and across
our nation, and we are aware
that college-aged students
carry an increased risk of
suicide,” Guskiewicz wrote.
“This crisis has directly
impacted members of our
community — especially with
the passing of two students
on campus in the past month.
As chancellor, a professor
and a parent, my heart breaks
for all those whose suffering
goes unnoticed.”
B.B. Behera, a sophomore
biology major at UNC, said
she did not believe UNC
did a good job of handling
the situation. While UNC
did cancel classes for the
day, Behera said she did not
believe students got a real
break.
“There were exams shortly
after that one-day break and
students never really got the
ability to grieve,” Behera
said. “Coming back to classes
on Monday was disorienting.”
Behera said she wanted

UNC to show they cared for
the students’ mental health
and do more to improve
mental health on campus.
“Canceling classes for one
day and then moving on as if
these events never happened
is not okay. The reality is
that mental health can be
impacted by many things,
however, the stress of classes
on top of dealing with these
events was unnecessary,”
Behera said. “All of the events
after the death of our peers —
such as the memorial and the
vigil — were held by students,
not
UNC
administration
itself. We want more funding,
more diversity and better
resources for mental health.”
The struggles facing UNC
are shared in universities
around the nation, including
the University of Mississippi.
“We’re all invested in the
welfare and students being
able to have a fruitful and
productive and supportive
time while they’re here, at
the same time recognizing
that you’re an adult, too,”
McCormick said. “(We’re)
trying to foster that, and then
also extending support as
needed.”

38966

Apply by December 15 to get
ready for your summer internship
“The Internship Experience provided some helpful ways to
make myself a more marketable candidate for future positions.
The program helped me have a more professional portfolio and
gave me the training needed for interview settings.”
De’Jour Fox

Business/Entrepreneurship student
and UM Internship Experience alum

SUMMER

SCHOLARSHIPS
avai lab le

Apply today for internship prep

outreach.olemiss.edu/intern
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UPD overreaction prompts
mental health protocol changes
MADDY QUON

thedmnews@gmail.com

While the University of
Mississippi has plans in
place if someone attempts or
dies by suicide, the plan has
not always been foolproof.
Katie Williamson, a senior
international studies major,
said she called the University
Counseling Center’s afterhours hotline last semester
intending to speak to a
counselor, but instead had
University Police officers
knocking on her door at 5
a.m.
Williamson’s experience
— which exposed flaws in
the hotline system — was
traumatic for her, but it
spurred
the
University
Counseling
System
to
implement changes in its
after-hours operations so
that other students would
receive better care.
“When you call (the afterhours hotline), the way
(the university) advertises
it, is that it will patch you
through to a counselor
who’s on-call 24/7. What
it really does is you could
patch through to the campus
police,” Williamson said of
her experience last semester.
“You tell the person at the
desk that you would like to
speak to the person that you
actually call, which is the oncall counselor.”
Williamson said when
she called, she specifically
said, “I’m not having active
suicidal thoughts,” knowing
there are triggers and
protocols the dispatcher
would have to follow if
someone did have suicidal
thoughts. She said while she
was in a bad place, it would
be resolved if she could speak
with a counselor.
“Over the past eight, nine
months, my meds have quit

working. I need to readjust
them. It takes a million
years to get a psychiatry
appointment,”
Williamson
said. “I kind of knew that
was happening, which was
probably one of the reasons
that I wasn’t suicidal. I knew
why I was having problems,
even if I didn’t have a way to
resolve them.”
After asking a few more
questions, the dispatcher told
Williamson she was going to
hang up and have a counselor
call her. Williamson said she
waited half an hour with no
call before going to sleep,
given that it was around
5 a.m. and she had early
morning classes, but what
happened in the following
few minutes surprised her.
“There was a knock on my
door, and it was the police.
They told me that I had to
go downstairs with them
because they had received a
report that I said I was going
to kill myself. I said, ‘you
have no such report,’ and
they said, ‘you have to come
downstairs,’”
Williamson
said. “So I went downstairs,
and there were between seven
and 10 more police officers
standing on the porch of
my sorority house, and in
full view of Rebel Drive. I’m
in my pajamas, and they’re
telling me that they have
me on record saying that
I was suicidal. Therefore,
they have to take me to the
hospital, and I don’t get a say
in the matter.”
Williamson continued to
insist there was no record of
her saying she was suicidal.
The only way she got out of
having to go to the hospital
was when UPD called the
emergency room doctor and
let her talk to him.
“He said, ‘You don’t sound
like you’re in trouble, and
I’ve never seen this report.

So I’m going to believe you,’”
Williamson said.
UPD
didn’t
leave
immediately, but she did. She
drove off campus to Rowan
Oak to just sit and breathe,
she stopped by one of her
mentors’ gyms to get some
advice, did yoga at 6:15 a.m.
and then went back to campus
to speak to administrators
inside the Lyceum about her
experience.
“They assured me that
they would get to the bottom
of this and I said, ‘Okay.’
Then I said, ‘As a student
leader, I cannot recommend
that people use this resource,
because it obviously doesn’t
work,’” Williamson said.
“Because at the end of the
day, I never got to talk with a
counselor.”
The incident left a lasting
mark for the rest of the
semester.
“Until I moved out of the
sorority house at the end of
April, I would jump every
time someone knocked on
my door,” Williamson said.
“I have a visceral reaction
to seeing police now that I
didn’t have before.”
Williamson said former
UPD Chief Ray Hawkins
called her later in the day
and acknowledged that UPD
made a mistake and that he
was trying to figure out what
happened.
Williamson said Hawkins
told her they had a record
saying she was suicidal, so it
was protocol to send officers.
“I was like, ‘Alright,
well, again, no such record
exists.’ And it turns out
that it didn’t,” Williamson
said. “It turns out the oncall counselor was never
contacted at any point in the
entire process. (Hawkins)
did apologize and said they
would commit to changing
their training procedures,
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although the right time to do
that would have been before
and not after.”
Natasha
Jeter,
the
Assistant Vice Chancellor
for Wellness and Student
Success, said she is aware that
there have been incidents
regarding Willamson and
others with UPD that have
not ended well. She said she
has spoken to the former
UPD chief and made sure
officers involved were made
aware of mistakes made and
were also retrained.
“I would rather err on the
side of being cautious than
not. We would prefer as an
institution, an overreaction
versus no reaction,” Jeter
said. “Because no reaction
could mean something bad,
right?
The
overreaction
means, ‘Okay, the student
will be upset with us. We
can go back and correct that.
We can reeducate, we can
retrain.’”
Since last semester, Jeter
said the university has made
some changes with the afterhours hotline. The university
implemented a new system
in September.
“The difference now is
that when you call that line,
it immediately goes to a
licensed professional, and
then what happens is if UPD
or OPD, depending upon what
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the situation is, if they need
to be deployed, then they will
be, but it immediately goes to
that therapist for help. Then
if it needs to go to a different
dispatch
for
additional
services, then it does,” Jeter
said. “I’m really excited. So
far, the system is working
well.”
Jeter said UPD is trained
for mental health-related
incidents. UPD Chief Daniel
Sanford said in a statement
that UPD is often first on
the scene when students face
a mental health crisis — as
they are first responders
— so they receive training
every year for mental healthrelated incidents.
“Groups such as the
university’s
Counseling
Center and Communicare
provide all of our officers
with yearly training in mental
health
crisis
response,”
Sanford said. “Additionally,
several officers have received
advanced training as part of
a Crisis Intervention Team.
The CIT program creates a
collaborative
partnership
between law enforcement and
mental health professionals
to ensure that a person who
is experiencing a mental
health crisis is provided with
the resources he or she needs
to overcome the challenge.”
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Mississippi has struggled with providing adequate
mental health resources for nearly a decade
VIOLET JIRA

thedmnews@gmail.com

The Department of Justice
made the state of Mississippi
aware of critical issues with
its services for individuals
with mental illnesses in
2011. Nearly a decade later,
Misssisippi still struggles to
meet the mark.
The Civil Rights Division of
the United States Department
of Justice reported that
Mississippi was failing to
meet obligations detailed
in the Americans with
Disabilities Act. In the 35page letter addressed to thenGov. Haley Barbour, the DOJ
picked apart Mississippi’s
system of supporting people
with mental illnesses.
The letter pointed to newly
constructed
institutional
care buildings that belong in
the 20th century, a lack of
community-based programs
and a failure to provide
integrated
community
settings
to
qualifying
institutionalized individuals.
On Dec. 22, it will be 10 years
since Mississippi was made
aware of these issues — and
the state is still struggling to
correct them.
After
five
years
of
negotiation between the DOJ
and the state of Mississippi,
Mississippi was sued by the
DOJ in 2016. The department
claimed that the state had
violated federal law for the
same reasons detailed in
their 2011 letter. In 2019,
Judge Carlton Reeves ruled
in favor of the DOJ, finding
that Mississippi was indeed
in violation of the ADA.
In September of this year,
Reeves issued a remedial
order that, among other
things, gave the state of
Mississippi 120 days to draft
an
implementation
plan
and until March 6 to submit
a final plan. However, the

office of Attorney General
Lynn Fitch, represented by
Phelps Dunbar LLC, filed
a motion requesting that
Reeves stay parts of his order
— including the part ordering
Mississippi to develop the
implementation plan — until
the order was appealed.
“As Mississippi undertakes
careful and thorough efforts
to perform its obligations
under the order, it is
appropriate to partially stay
a few parts of the order…that
require immediate action,
substantial new funding and
a fundamental altering of
Mississippi’s mental health
system,” reads the request.
Many worry that both the
request and the appeal could
result in significant delays
to Mississippi taking strides
to correct the failures in the
state’s mental health system
that have been identified.
However,
Mississippi
Department of Mental Health
Executive Director Wendy
Bailey plans to comply
with Judge Carlton’s order
anyway.
“I feel we are on track to
make great progress even
over the next 24 months in
this area,” Bailey said. “We
will comply with the judge’s
order and do everything
that we need to do as a state
agency.”
Though Mississippi is
poised to take over a decade
to formally take steps to
resolve the issues pointed out
by the DOJ in 2011, the state
has taken steps to improve
community-based
mental
health resources.
For adults, the state offers
behavioral health programs
at
five
state
hospitals
throughout Mississippi.
“The programs provide
inpatient services for adults
with serious mental illness
and
substance
abuse,”
according to the Department
of Mental Health website.
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In the way of communityoriented services, which are
available based on your ZIP
code, the Department of
Mental Health offers over a
dozen, including community
support services, supervised
living,
drop-in
centers,
emergency crisis services and
crisis stabilization services.

State Mental Health
Services
Available
in
Lafayette County

Residents of Lafayette
County seeking adult mental
health services will be
directed to choose from six
different options. The first
and only option in the county
is the Lafayette County
Detention Center, which, as
Jail Administrator Johnny
McDonald shared, serves as
a central location for adults
in need of mental health
services with nowhere else to
go.
“If you’re having a mental

health crisis, your family can
go to the chancery court and
get what they call a mental
health writ on you,” he said.
“Then they’ll bring you
here (the detention center).
Communicare will see you,
you’ll see a series of mental
health doctors and then you’ll
be appointed an attorney,
who will talk with them about
their rights and what happens
next.”
Communicare
is
the
community mental health
center that serves Lafayette
County as well as other
counties
in
northern
Mississippi.
Communicare
also provides mental health
services to LCDC inmates.
How long individuals
who have experienced or
are experiencing a mental
health crisis remain in the
Lafayette County Detention
Center
depends
on
a
number of things, such as
bed space at state facilities.
When it is determined that
the individual does need
inpatient treatment, they
will be moved to a regional

crisis stabilization center,the
closest being in Batesville,
Grenada and Tupelo.
Outside of the LCDS
and
Communicare,
the
Department
of
Mental
Health
lists
no
other
resources for adults in need
of mental health services in
the county. The remaining
options include Mississippi
Behavioral Health Services in
Batesville, Heavenly Angels
Supervised Living Home
in West Point and Marion
Counseling in Jackson.
There are more options
available
for
children
and
youth,
individuals
with
intellectual
and
developmental
disabilities,
those in need of substance
abuse treatment services and
rehabilitative services.
Right now, it is uncertain
where Mississippi’s mental
health saga will go next —
if Bailey does comply with
Carlton’s
order
despite
the appeal, we should see
a draft of Mississippi’s
implementation plan as early
as Jan. 5, 2022.

BOOK YOUR NEXT EVENT WITH US!

Swaps
Date Parties
Parents Weekends
Weddings
...and More!
Please Drink Responsibly,
Must be 21 to Enter and Drink

Inquiries: email abby@lamaryard.com

38953
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UM Counseling Center
is here to help
MARY BOYTE

thedmnews@gmail.com

The University Counseling
Center can help students at
the University of Mississippi
improve their mental health. The
employees there strive to create a
safe and welcoming environment.
The
counseling
center,
located in Lester Hall, is an
easily accessible outlet that many
students may not know about.
Sessions with a licensed counselor
are free for all currently enrolled
Ole Miss students. Building on
their former plan which included
10 free sessions, the center now
offers an unlimited number of
sessions, based on the needs
of the client. Most sessions
occur once every two weeks, but
flexibility is emphasized.

“Each student has unique
needs; therefore, services may
be planned differently for each,”
Juawice McCormick, interim
director, said.
The main purpose of the
counseling center is to provide
students with necessary mental
health services.
“We
provide
individual
and group counseling, mental
health crisis, intervention and
support services for students,”
McCormick said.
So far this semester, the
counseling center has seen 609
students. Throughout the 20202021 school year, the counseling
center saw 841 students, and
throughout the 2019-2020 school
year the counseling center saw
912 students.
“I think we have had a huge
increase, we’ve had an increase

Invisible battles,
undeniable success

CAROLINE BEACH

thedmnews@gmail.com

“I have never really talked
about my mental health journey
before,” senior general business
major Kenzee Blount said.
These are the first words
the Independence, Mississippi,
native uttered to me as I sat down
with him on the first floor of
the Union to discuss his mental
health journey.
From an outside perspective,
it is easy to assume Blount’s
life is a walk in paradise. As an
orientation leader, Leadership
and Engagement ambassador,
Director of Special Events for
Active Minds, 2021 Homecoming
King and so much more, it is hard
to imagine his life is anything
but perfection. With a smile
that could light up a room and
an abundance of confidence, he
could be the poster child for the
saying looks can be deceiving.
Blount’s
mental
health
journey began at the start of
his high school career when he
became well acquainted with the
unfortunate trials of life.
“Growing up in the South

as a gay man, you suffer from a
lot,” Blount said. “Before I came
to terms with the fact that I was
gay, I was being called slurs.
That affects a person, that type of
harassment.”
By the time Blount was in
junior high, his mental health
was in a low place. Balancing
the expectations and judgments
of the world around him with
his own personal battles took a
toll on his mental and emotional
well being. Friends and family
who accepted him with open
arms when he started coming out
nurtured Blount back to a place
of normality and stability. As his
high school journey came to an
end, Blount had taken back the
reins on his mental health.
“I had really accepting people
who really helped me and pushed
me back to my normal self,”
Blount said.
Excited for a new life in a new
place, Blount began his journey
at the University of Mississippi
with a level head and an open
heart. The promise of starting
over in an environment with like
minded people was enticing to
the giddy incoming freshman.

in the depth and breadth of issues
due to a lot more grief and loss,”
McCormick said. “We’ve had an
increase in incidences of students
seeking treatment for substance
abuse. Depression and anxiety
are always a constant (reason for
students seeking counseling).”
McCormick
said
the
counseling center is working to
make time for all the students
who are requesting counseling.
“Sometimes,
people
cancel (their appointments),”
McCormick said. “We look
at trying to get in touch with
people who are waiting for an
appointment and say, ‘We’ve got
a cancellation. Can you come in
tomorrow?’”
As of Nov. 30, the counseling
center does not have a waitlist,
which according to McCormick is
unheard of.
The counseling center works
closely with UM graduate
programs to prepare students
for successful careers. Currently,
there are five doctoral students
working as graduate assistants in
the center. Three students are in

His excitement was shortlived. Between November of
his freshmen year and January
of his sophomore year, Blount
lost his father, grandmother and
grandfather.
“Going through that and
not knowing how to continue
on without having those big
supporters in my life, it was a
dark place for me,” Blount said.
After losing three of his
biggest supporters, it was hard
for Blount to find the motivation
to keep going. Trying to find the
reason he continued to get out
of bed each morning, go to class
or immerse himself in the Ole
Miss community was a nearly
impossible task. He felt crushed
under the weight of his grief.
Once
again,
Blount
surrounded himself with friends
and family that loved him and
wanted him to succeed.
“You must figure out what you
need to do to make them proud
even though they are not here and
continue on,” Blount said.
Through the anguish, Blount’s
mother was his source of stability
and strength. He did everything
in his power to ensure his mother
was cared for through the entire
grief process.
“Continuing to make her
proud and be that light in her life
so she can continue on as well is
my main focus. She is my person
for my why,” Blount said.

DOMINO’S DOMINO’S
WEST & EAST - NEW
OLE MISS LOCATION!
CAMPUS OPEN NOW!
1603 WEST JACKSON AVENUE

1920 UNIVERSITY AVENUE
NEXT TO LARSONʼS CASH SAVER

662.236.3030 662.236.3844

SUN-WED 10:30 AM-2 AM
OPEN LATE! THURS-SAT
10:30 AM-3 AM
Good Luck on Finals, Students!
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the Clinical Psychology program,
one is in the Social Work program
and one is in the Counselor
Education Doctoral program.
There are also three master’s
level graduate assistants who
are involved in the Outreach
program. The goal of the
Outreach program is to increase
awareness of mental health in
the Lafayette community through
events like panels and tabling.
Topics that the Outreach program
focuses on include mindfulness,
healthy relationships and suicide
awareness.

In the spring, the number of
master’s level graduate assistants
working in the Counseling Center
will increase to six. All graduate
assistants work under clinical
supervision.
McCormick wants students
to know that the University
Counseling Center is here to help.
“We are a welcoming safe
space for all,” McCormick said.
“With 10 licensed clinicians on
staff, we provide high quality,
ethical services for our Students
and UM family.”
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Kenzee Blount found support for his mental health struggles by
establishing a close network of friends and family.
As Blount continues on with
his journey at the University
of Mississippi, he spends a lot
of time focusing on his mental
health so he can remain a light for
the people around him.
“It has been three years since
all of that happened,” Blount
said. “I am in my senior year,
sometimes things just hit. I
just focus on making sure that
I am okay mentally
before
focusing on other people.”
The glitz and glamour of the
Ole Miss experience is a promise
that draws many to Oxford. It
is hard not to be consumed by
the picturesque nature of such a
small town. The party never stops
and eyes are watching at all times.
Yet, behind the high of the haze,
everyone has a moment when

that picturesque smile fades.
Blount’s story is a memento
to the fact that everyone is
going through something. He
continuously emphasized that it
is ok to have bad days. To have
days when you need to focus on
yourself and your own well being
before you can deal with anything
outside of your own head. He
encourages the student body
to take advantage of resources
available like counseling or
the Active Minds organization.
“Your mental health journey
is not one straight line, it is a roller
coaster,” Blount said. “You go up
and down all the time. I think it
is important for people to know
that you can have your highs and
lows.”

NOW DRIVERS
HIRING

Earn $12-$18 per hour
Apply in person – 1603 W Jackson Ave
or 1920 University Ave
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Turner Center Room 112
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662.915.5573
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Ole Miss Women’s Soccer forward
opens up about mental health
AIDAN GALLARDO

thedmsports@gmail.com

Mental health is a topic
that is not brought up enough
in the world of sports.
Defined, mental health
has to do with our emotional,
psychological and social wellbeing. It helps determine how
we handle stress and affects
how we think, feel and act.
Some examples of mental
health disorders include
anxiety, mood disorders
such as depression, eating
disorders and trauma-related
disorders, such as posttraumatic stress disorders.
Lonnie Mulligan is a
senior on the Ole Miss Soccer
Team. Mulligan is a forward
and has played in 48 games
during her four year career.
She is from Hattiesburg,
Mississippi and is majoring
in exercise science. Although
her 2021 season was cut short
due to injury, Mulligan has
had an impressive collegiate
career at Ole Miss.
I talked with Mulligan
on
the
overall
issues
surrounding mental health

and how it has an immense
effect on athletes all over the
world.
On a day-to-day basis,
how much stress do you
deal with?
I would say I deal with an
average amount of stress. As
a senior, I have learned to
balance school and soccer.
I have drastically improved
my time management skills,
but I still get stressed about
post graduate opportunities,
but so do all college students,
right?
I have also learned to
better manage my stress
and anxiety with the help of
our sports psychologist on
campus.
What comes to mind
when you think of the
term, “mental health”?
When I think of mental
health, I think of how you
take care of your mind and
how your mind takes care of
you. There’s a multitude of
factors that fit into that term,
but overall it’s referring to
the well being of your mind.
Do you think athletes

suffer more from mental
health problems than
regular people?
No, I think athletes can
suffer just as much as anyone
else because mental health
doesn’t discriminate or care
what you do on a daily basis.
I do think that people
who are in an environment
where mental health isn’t
talked about as prevalent will
suffer more in silence which
I believe is more difficult
because you can’t get the
proper resources. So, I think
it depends on how mental
health is stigmatized in the
environment.
Does soccer act as an
“escape” for you?
PHOTO COURTESY: JOSHUA MCCOY / OLE MISS ATHLETICS
Yes it does. It’s something
I can do freely without Lonnie Mulligan attempts to get the ball past a Texas A&M player on
being told what to do. I love Sept. 19, 2020.
that soccer is a game that
is constantly flowing and
changing which allows me to
let go and just have fun.
Do you think the has come so far with struggling with anything.
Mental health should
topic of mental health taking mental health more
should be brought up seriously, but there is still a be a priority for everyone
lot of work to do to express considering how powerful
more?
Yes. I believe our society to people that it’s nothing our brain can be and how it
to be ashamed about when can affect your everyday life.

38877
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Tysheem Johnson: paving his own way
RUBY DRAAYER

thedmsports@gmail.com

Tysheem Johnson is a true
freshman who has been a force
on the Landshark defense this
season. Every time you look
at him, you might see the 44
tackles, interception and pass
deflection he’s accomplished
in his first few games as a
college athlete. But everytime
he wakes up in Oxford,
Mississippi, and looks in the
mirror, it’s a true testament
of just how far he’s come.
Unlike so many players on
the Ole Miss roster, Tysheem
“Sheem’’ Johnson is not from
the South. He is from North
Philadelphia, one of the
roughest parts of the United
States. Over a century ago,
“North Philly’’ was one of
the most booming parts of
the country. Manufacturing
took over the East Coast, and
with it, brought a booming
economy and surplus of
wealth for those who lived
there. However, the Great
Depression hit Philadelphia
hard, due to outsourcing and a
significant loss of population.
The major population loss is
attributed to the phenomenon
during the 1950’s and ‘60’s
known as “white flight.”
White flight is the sudden or
gradual large-scale migration
of white people from areas
becoming more racially or
ethnoculturally
diverse.
According to the 2010 United
States Census, most of North
Philadelphia’s
population
is made up of AfricanAmericans and Puerto Ricans.
Only 10.1% of the population
is white.
Growing up in North
Philly is hard, but growing up
a young black man in North
Philly is harder. Currently,
citizens are fighting to limit
the amount of gun violence
that is happening at an
astronomically high rate.
The crime in North Philly is
also skyrocketing, with the
majority of the crime having
to do with the drug trade.
“North Philly is very cruel.
People like me don’t really
go to certain functions or
hang out on certain streets
or blocks as we would say
because there is a high chance
of getting killed. I looked at it
like, if I wanted to be a fulltime football player, I have to
watch how I move,” Johnson
said. “Certain times, when a
couple of my homies would
want to go somewhere, into
an area that I knew there was
a risk that we would get into
a fight or might get shot at,
then I would just say that I’m
not going, or we shouldn’t go.
That’s how being around all
of North Philly is, or really,
Philly in general.”

Those who live or have
been to North Philadelphia
know that it isn’t a place to
just wander around freely.
Each move that you make
has to be meticulous and
calculated.
“In Philly, when you move
around, you have to move
around a certain way. You
have to watch your back,
watch your side, watch your
front because it’s a lot of
innocent people getting shot
for no reason,” Johnson said.
“In Oxford, it’s more like a real
community. There is really
no violence. We (football
players) are here for a reason,
and most people aren’t
hateful like they are in Philly.
People will compliment you
when you’re out, and that just
doesn’t happen in where I’m
from.”
At his high school of
Neumann-Goretti, Johnson
received plenty of praise for
his work ethic and athletic
abilities. He was named his
high school’s player of the
decade, and was rated a fourstar athlete heading into his
senior season before early
enrolling into Ole Miss in
January of 2021.
When asked about how he
got to that point instead of
choosing a different path that
is hard to escape from, he
gave credit to one of his big
brothers.
“At first when you start,
there were a lot of kids that
were better than me. I was
always good (at football)
growing up, but I was never
the best on my team. Growing
up, like on the streets, you can
really get sucked into them
fast. I believe that most of my
friends decided to say that
‘football was too much, so I’m
going to join the streets or try
and start doing something
else.’ How I basically got to
where I am now is by staying
the course. A big brother came
to me and told me I wasn’t a
full-time athlete,” Johnson
said. “When he told me that, I
was thinking ‘I go to practice
everyday, I practice and play
football on the weekends,’
so I didn’t understand what
he meant. But it was what I
was doing outside of football,
always being in the streets
and posting certain stuff that
I shouldn’t. Once he told
me that, it made me change
and look at stuff differently.
Maybe I need to be an actual
full-time athlete. Once I had
that mindset, I never looked
back.”
He went through some
adversity his junior year, and
reflected on the times that he
entered a dark place mentally.
“Tough times don’t last,
tough people do. I would try
and say that to myself every

single day. I just basically
tried to have a positive
mindset that everything was
going to be alright, even
though there were a lot of
times that I doubted that. I
had to have faith and trust
the process that I was going
to overcome these obstacles,”
Johnson said. “My favorite
quote during that time was
that ‘God gives the toughest
battles to its strongest
soldiers.’ I looked at everyone
around me and realized that
if they could handle their
obstacles, then so could I.
It was hard, but I knew that
no matter what there wasn’t
anything that I couldn’t
handle.”
Everything did work itself
out in the end, but during that
same time, a very important
decision had to be made.
Johnson had over 20 college
offers, including Penn State,
Alabama, LSU and Maryland
among others. He was highly
sought after by schools across
the country, and the sky was
the limit for what he was going
to do with his life. A lot of the
PHOTO COURTESY: TYSHEEM JOHNSON
time, student-athletes like to
choose schools that are closer Tysheem Johnson in his hometown of North Philly.
to home, but for Johnson, it
was the opposite. So many
factors go into recruiting
and choosing where you will
choose to take your talents to,
however, choosing Ole Miss
came easily.
“I didn’t want to go to
Maryland because it was
too close to home. It’s about
three hours away from North
Philly, and if I ever just didn’t
have something else to do, I
could have just gone home. I
shouldn’t be home,” Johnson
said. “Coming down South,
it’s a smaller city. It’s easier to
stay out of trouble. I picked it
where I could be a household
name and change a program
around. I trusted coach
Partridge’s word that I would
be able to come in and start.
Ole Miss just felt the most like
home.”
Johnson
has
already
created a better life for
himself in under a year. Upon
arrival in Oxford, he was
named a 2021 Preseason True
Freshman All-American by
247Sports. He’s succeeding
in arguably the hardest
conference in the country as
an 18-year-old kid. It hasn’t
PHOTO: HG BIGGS / THE DAILY MISSISSIPPIAN
always been easy, but for that
he’s thankful. Oxford might Ole Miss defensive back Tysheem Johnson celebrates after making a
be where he is now, but North tackle against Liberty on Nov. 6.
Philly will always be home.
“I love North Philly so
much because that’s where I out there. It motivated me, footsteps. I need to take a
am from and where I was born. and only a few athletes that different path,” Johnson said.
It’s all I know, and it made I knew actually made it out “There are a few people who I
me who I am today because to the college level, and then know that are successful and I
I had to be tough and always the streets basically took just piggyback off of them and
aware of my surroundings. them. Seeing that every day, how they stay out of the way.
In Philly, I always had to with them having so much I just try to mimic them as
keep my head on a swivel talent, I just always knew much as I can to get to where
that I couldn’t follow in their they’re at.”
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Josie Nicholson is working to
take care of the whole person
CATHERINE JEFFERS

thedmsports@gmail.com

All athletes are familiar
with injuries. You can sprain
an ankle, break an arm or
tear a ligament. You’re out
for a few games or a season,
rehabbing and taking care of
your body. But what happens
when that injury is invisible?
How do you deal with it when
the pain is within, unseen
by fans, coaches or even
teammates?
In the world of sports, a
stigma has long surrounded
mental health and athletes.
Collegiate and professional
athletes are expected to be
calm under pressure, stoic in
emotion and perform at the
highest level week after week.
However, no one is immune
to the effects of poor mental
health.
According to the World
Health Organization, around
5% of adults suffer from
depression. As of late, there’s
been a rise in awareness
of athletes struggling with
their mental health. Atlanta
Falcons wide receiver Calvin
Ridley has stepped away
from the NFL to focus on
strengthening his mental
health. Former Ole Miss
Rebel A.J. Brown has opened
up about his ongoing battle
with depression and the
importance of speaking up.
“Us as men, our feelings
aren’t too much cared about,”
Brown said. “Get things off
your chest. It’s okay to talk
to someone. Seek help. You
have to take care of your brain
just like you take care of your
body.”
During
the
Tokyo
2020 Summer Olympics,
American gymnast Simone
Biles removed herself from
competition due to mental
health issues and a gymnastic
phenomena known as the
“twisties.”
Despite
large
amounts of harsh ridicule

and criticism, what Biles did
was the opposite of weakness.
She prioritized her own
mental well-being, safety and
the greater success of her
teammates.
Not only were the 2020
Olympics an unprecedented
time when athletes had
to balance the ongoing
pandemic, Biles was also
preparing for the trial against
Larry Nassar. Nassar, the
former team doctor for
the United States women’s
gymnastics team, was found
guilty of sexual assault of
minors and child pornography
and sentenced to 60 years in
prison. Biles has since been
extremely outspoken on her
struggles with mental illness
and become a symbol of
strength and hope for others.
The vulnerability displayed
recently
by
professional
athletes has shown that
they’re human too, capable
of experiencing everything
the everyday person struggles
with. This shift towards a destigmatization has opened
doors to accepting struggles
without labeling someone as
weak.
Collegiate athletes are not
immune to the struggle. When
student-athletes are expected
to balance their play, mental
well-being and coursework,
who do they turn to?
At the University of
Mississippi, Josie Nicholson
is a sports psychologist who
has become a beacon of
support for Rebel athletes
who are facing the numerous
pressures a college athlete
deals with on a daily basis.
“Whatever
an
athlete
brings in is where we go with
it. Sometimes, their struggle
is around their playing time,
and that’s a really personal
deal because they’ve dedicated
their whole life to this,”
Nicholson said.
“They’ve
had injuries that have been a
challenge and a lot of athletes

develop depression out of
that, or they have a lot of
anxiety around performance
now because they’re trying to
prove themselves.”
Nicholson offers support
for athletes struggling with
the mental side effects of
injuries, diagnosed mental
illnesses and general support
for anyone in need.
“Sometimes
those
struggles go deeper, like
their identity is completely
wrapped up in their sport
sometimes and now, they’re
not playing, so they are feeling
a sense of worthlessness
and are struggling with
their identity and their self
esteem,” Nicholson said.
In the past two years,
through
COVID-19
and
social unrest, mental health
issues soared. During the
pandemic,
the
number
of adults who reported
symptoms of depression and
anxiety rose from 1-in-10
to 4-in-10, according to the
Kaiser Family Foundation.
According
to
Nicholson,
mental health struggles were
being exacerbated.
“We’ve had this sense of
isolation, disconnection and
being aware of how uncertain
everything is, and that’s
created a lot of awareness
around our mental health,
especially when we were
forced to slow down and
didn’t have all these things to
distract ourselves,” Nicholson
said.
After
playing
college
and
professional
soccer,
Nicholson has gained a
unique
perspective
into
helping others like herself.
“If I had had that support
(of a sports psychologist), I
think my experience would
have been way better, so I
want to offer that to athletes
so they can have a better
experience,” Nicholson said.
Many athletic institutions
have recently had their eyes

PHOTO COURTESY: JOSHUA MCCOY / OLE MISS ATHLETICS

Sports psychologist Josie Nicholson helps Ole Miss athletes manage
the pressure of their academic and athletic pursuits.
opened to the reality of
athletes struggling with their
mental health. Because of
this, Nicholson believes that
mental health will soon be on
par with physical health in
terms of athletic priorities.
“If they’re not mentally
healthy, they’re not going to
perform well, and it can cause
a lot of harm, so just like we’re
going to be taking care of a
sprained ankle, we’re going
to be taking care of mental
health,”
Nicholson
said.
“Universities and colleges
are hiring licensed mental
health professionals who
have performance enhancing
experience. Once you take
care of the whole person, they
perform better.”
For
Nicholson,
being
easily accessible to her
athletes holds high value.
Unlike other mental health
resources
on
campus,

Nicholson holds an open
door policy and welcomes
in all student-athletes. This
allows her to form meaningful
relationships in order to
better these athletes off the
field, so they can perform to
their highest ability on the
field.
“I love my job, it’s the best.
I would say the relationships
with the athletes (are the best
part) because I get to see, hear
and be with them in some
of the most difficult times,”
Nicholson said. “(I see) who
they truly are while they’re
trying to figure out who they
are.”
Nothing is too small to talk
about in Nicholson’s office.
Surrounded by the calming
sounds of the ocean and
lounging on plush couches,
Nicholson makes it clear that
just because you can’t see it,
doesn’t make it not important.
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The switch flipped: how UM is grappling with
students seeing “normal” again
KATE KIMBERLIN

thedmfeatures@gmail.com

While everyone seemed to
put last school year under a
microscope, there seems to be
less of a conversation about
the switch flipped on this
year. Many universities have
returned to in person learning,
requiring students to be thrown
back into a life that some
could be experiencing for the
first time. Students like junior
psychology major Alex Bush are
no strangers to the challenges
of the new semester, but have
found positivity in the return.
“I’m so grateful to be
relatively
‘normal’
again,
but it has definitely been
an adjustment from being
completely virtual last year,”
Bush said.
Bush mentioned that her
biggest challenge this past year
has been her schedule, since so
much has moved back to faceto-face. While the University of
Mississippi has required masks
in all on-campus meetings and
gatherings, clubs and student
life have begun to open up since
August of this year.
“As a result, this semester
has been an adjustment back
to all of the meetings, events
and other commitments,” Bush
said. “Overall, this semester
feels significantly busier.”
Despite the change of
schedule, she emphasizes how
much better the past semester
has been. She said that she has
seen improvements in things as
little as her daily schedule.

“Before the pandemic, I did
not recognize the substantial
difference it makes to have daily
social interaction and basic
exercise,” Bush said.
Bush is not alone in this
sentiment. According to health
research
publisher
JMIR
publications, 94% of college
students said the pandemic
affected their living situation,
but now things have seemed to
go back to normal for the most
part.
Bush, who is also a keynote
speaker on mental health since
her junior year of high school,
has interacted with countless
college students throughout
the country. She echoes the
sentiment
that
students
across the country are facing
challenges.
“Throughout the pandemic,
there have been countless
changes impacting daily life, so
it is no doubt that people are
struggling with adjustment,”
Bush said.
According to think tank
Thirdway.org, 67% of current
college students have expressed
difficulty with accessing student
support systems.
Juawice
McCormick,
interim
director
of
the
University Counseling Center,
has been in the position since
July.
While McCormick admits
to shortcomings when it comes
to the resources provided on
campus, the staff has thrived
with what they have been
given, even in the middle of the
pandemic.

“I think we all do a really
great job with the resources
that we have, and certainly
would benefit from more help,
but we have great campus
partners as well as ones in
town,” McCormick said.
According
to
the
International
Association
for Counseling, a leading
accreditation
association
for
counseling
centers
on college campuses, the
standard for accreditation is
one professionally licensed
counselor to 1,500 students.
This would mean that the
university would need around
12 licensed counselors. The
center has almost doubled its
staffing since 2018, with 10
licensed counselors, versus the
five they had four years ago.
“Mental health is a priority
for the chancellor as well as the
provost. Student mental health
and employee well being also
is a priority,” McCormick said.
“I think they’re really pretty
good stewards of the resources
that we have available.” As
students have begun to return
to in-person classes and events
— as well as the counseling
center getting back to in-person
sessions,
McCormick
has
continually noticed that one
thing has stuck out to her.
“I’ve seen so many acts
of kindness on our campus,
students reaching out to each
other trying to be welcoming
and inclusive,” McCormick
said. “I think one blessing is
that we have all been made very
aware that, you know, of giving,

ILLUSTRATION: MICAH CRICK / THE DAILY MISSISSIPPIAN

loving people’s momentary
kindnesses.”
The attempted improvement
of mental health resources has
been in the works for years, but
has come to a head after the
University of North Carolina
at Chapel Hill’s chancellor
declared a day to address a
“mental health crisis” after two
suicides and two attempts in
October.
Brent Marsh, Assistant
Vice Chancellor and Dean
of Students, believes in the
importance of looking back
on the college experience in a
positive light, and that includes
being mentally healthy. He said
that even when students become
alumni, the social experiences
will leave a significant impact.
“I believe students will look
back with a lot of fondness, and

great memories will be those
social experiences that they
have, because those really do
help leave such an important
effect on our lives, as we’re here
as students, and during the
college years, but then beyond
as well,” Marsh said.
In comparison with the rest
of the country, Marsh said the
University of Mississippi was a
part of a group that prioritized
social opportunities as much as
possible.
“I would say that our
university, probably compared
to many others across the
country,
really
tried
to
prioritize as much as we could,
the student experience and as
much student-to-student and
student-to-faculty interaction
as possible,” Marsh said.
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Why you shouldn’t misuse
drugs to cope
JACOB MEYERS

thedmfeatures@gmail.com

It’s Friday night, your
mental health isn’t in the best
shape and you decide to have
some fun with your friends to
hopefully improve your mood.
Different intoxicants bring their
own benefits but carry along
significantly more drawbacks.
Here’s what that means for your
mental health.
Alcohol
It is no surprise that college
students consume a lot of
alcohol. While alcohol may

seem like fun in the moment,
it can further intensify the
mental health struggles that
many students face. Alcohol
falls into the class of intoxicants
known as depressants, which
means it not only disrupts our
thoughts, feelings and actions
but usually also our long-term
mental health. That relaxed
feeling we can experience is due
to the chemical changes alcohol
causes in the brain. At first, a
drink can make people feel more
confident or less anxious, but as
alcohol consumption continues,
its impact on our brain function
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ACROSS
1- Graph prefix;
5- Art supporter;
10- Vegas line;
14- Aeons;
15- Steal;
16- Bump into;
17- Heels;
18- Yielded;
19- Uh-huh;
20- Russian sleigh;
22- Boastful person;
24- Poitier role;
25- On or towards the
Mediterranean, for
example;
26- Like a mandolin;
30- Rhino relative;
35- Datebook abbr.;
36- Metal in Montana’s
motto;
37- Very hard mineral;
38- The tiniest bit;
41- Deserved;
43- Center;
44- Fall back;
45- Having four sharps;
46- So far;
47- Dashboard gauge;
50- Acquire through
work;
53- Kind of school;

54- Compel;
58- Warns;
62- One telling tales;
63- Wore;
66- Actual;
67- Peak;
68- Muscat native;
69- Timber wolf;
70- Dreg;
71- Milo of “Barbarella”;
72- Being, to Brutus;
DOWN
1- Treaty;
2- Petri dish gelatin;
3- Start from scratch;
4- Birthplace of St.
Francis;
5- Edible snail;
6- Feeling of being
overwhelmed;
7- Caesar of comedy;
8- Sporting blades;
9- Flat shelf;
10- Pass over;
11- He played Ricky;
12- Poor grades;
13- Keep it, to an editor;
21- Relatives;
23- Western;
25- Foofaraw;
26- Mouthlike opening;
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27- North African
capital;
28- Like marshes;
29- Time to remember;
31- Where ___?;
32- Minor, in law;
33- Peace goddess;
34- U-Haul competitor;
39- British verb ending;
40- Aquatic mammal;
41- Deranged;
42- Narcissism amok;
44- First name in horror
films;

48- Voice of Bugs;
49- English Channel
swimmer Gertrude;
51- Blessed sound?;
52- Lots and lots;
54- Airline to Tel Aviv;
55- Riviera resort;
56- Renown;
57- Minerals;
59- Classic autos;
60- Bar bills;
61- Blackthorn fruit;
64- Morse symbol;
65- Single unit;

does as well. Regardless of
the mood we’re in, with more
alcohol consumption, it’s likely
that negative emotions will
take over and cause a negative
impact on mental health.
Anxiety can be one of the
most apparent feelings after
a night out. For someone who
already experiences anxiety,
a drink might help them feel
more at ease. However, this
feeling is fleeting and the effects
wear off fast.
Hangovers can also create
feelings of anxiety, and for
those who already deal with
anxiety disorders, hangovers
can only make their symptoms
worse.
Depression is a common
side effect of excessive alcohol
consumption, and extreme
levels of consumption can even
cause psychosis. Psychosis is
a severe mental illness where
hallucinations and delusions
occur. Psychoses can be caused
both by acute intoxication
and withdrawal and are often
more common when drinkers
dependent on alcohol suddenly
stop drinking. So next time
you’re out with your friends
at a bar, think before ordering
that third vodka soda, and your
brain might thank you.
Marijuana
On the other hand, some
students may engage in
activities involving the drug
marijuana. While it is incredibly
difficult to actually overdose on
marijuana compared to alcohol
or other drugs, there are still
lasting effects that arise from
frequent use and high doses.
People who use marijuana
are more likely to develop
temporary psychosis. This
brings along questions like
“what is real?” along with
hallucinations and general
paranoia.
Marijuana has a wide
variety of chemicals called
cannabinoids that all create
different effects for users.
Some
examples
include
the widely known and used
cannabidiol
(CBD)
and
tetrahydrocannabinol (THC).
The latter is what makes you
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feel “high,” and higher levels
of THC are often attributed to
stronger psychoactive effects
of marijuana. Marijuana can
bring a variety of effects to
the user such as happiness,
relaxation and overall being
more talkative. However, it can
also cause changes in mood,
amnesia, depersonalization and
short-term memory loss.
Marijuana
is
being
increasingly used in place of
opioids in legal states, and
recreational use of the drug
is growing exponentially in
the United States. For some,
marijuana may be a miracle
drug that actually helps them
in their day-to-day life, and for
others, it may be abused to the
point of worsening their current
mental health issues.
Opioids/Pills
In Oxford, Mississippi many
students have begun to turn
to opioids due to their ease of
access. Many people receive a
prescription for opioids after a
wisdom tooth removal surgery
or similar procedure and end
up becoming hooked on the
drugs. According to Healthline.
com, in 2019, doctors in the
United States wrote more than
153 million prescriptions for
these medications. There is no
doubt that opioids are effective
pain relievers, but those who
take them are also prone to
misuse and could develop a
physical and psychological
dependence on them. People
with a mental health condition
such as depression or anxiety
are among those more likely
to receive opioid prescriptions,
yet they’re also at a greater risk
for developing an opioid use

disorder.
From numerous studies in
2016, it was determined that
between 8.4% and 11.6% of
people who used opioids for
1-30 days developed depression
within 12 months following
their use. However, those who
used opioids for longer have
an increased risk of developing
a form of depression. While
opioids are effective at relieving
pain, they can lead to physical
dependence and addiction.
Dependence means you
need opioids to function
properly, while addiction is
when you continue to abuse
opioids despite the harmful
effects. Opioids are believed
to alter your brain chemistry
in a way that overall will make
you need more and more to
experience the same effect, and
over time these larger doses
can lead to dependence and
even death. Mixing alcohol and
opioids can cause dangerously
slow breathing, coma and even
death.
Combined, the two
depressants work to intensify
the negative effects and put
your brain and entire nervous
system at a greater risk of
harmful side effects.
People who experience
depression and other mental
health symptoms are more likely
to attempt to “self-medicate”
with opioids to alleviate their
symptoms.
Alternatively,
people with mental health
conditions are among those
with genetic dispositions that
increase their risk of addiction.
Stay away from the pills,
prescription or not, as they
are incredibly easy to become
addicted to and can cause lifethreatening complications.
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OPINION
Socialized medicine heals the body and mind
HAL FOX

thedmopinion@gmail.com

The
University
of
Mississippi’s
Counseling
Department never really gets
a day off — working with the
university’s
population
of
nearly 25,000 students and
faculty members, their services
are in near-constant demand.
As nearly one-fifth of
Americans struggle with a
mental health disorder, with
numbers on the rise since the
onset of the massive societal
changes starting in March of
2020, mental health awareness
has evolved into an absolute
necessity. Many of my closest
friends, some of the most
important people to me in the
world, struggle with mental
health issues, and it’s very
concerning to sometimes see
them go without adequate care
— even scarier is the fact that,
oftentimes, were they to be in a
real crisis where they might be
a danger to themselves, a stay
in a mental health hospital is

completely off the table.
In 2018, former President
Donald Trump gave the goahead to inadequate health
care plans, called association
health plans, that do not
conform to Affordable Care Act
standards and usually do not
include mental health benefits.
Ever since, many people have
been unable to afford the cost
of checking into a mental
health hospital, regardless of
how desperately they need
treatment.
In some circumstances,
patients spending only five
days in the hospital can face
bills in the tens of thousands
of dollars. Bills for mental
health treatment in a hospital
nearly always number in the
thousands, with one study
finding costs to patients are
often 2.5 times the operating
costs for the hospital.
The reality is that most
Americans are unable to afford
these exorbitant and, frankly,
parasitic prices. In fact, 63%
of Americans aren’t even
prepared for a $500 crisis —

these are the real consequences
of declining wages, with many
Americans being forced to live
paycheck to paycheck with little
financial flexibility. Further
medical debt only serves to
financially constrain these
Americans even more, all the
while worsening their mental
health. The purpose of the
healthcare system should be to
cure people and provide them
treatment — not to worsen their
existing problems.
The writing is on the wall:
The for-profit medical system
only serves to raise prices to
unthinkable levels for a firstworld country. The more
privatized
the
healthcare
system becomes, the more out
of reach quality care becomes
to the average American. The
only way to ensure that every
American receives the care
they deserve is to publicize the
healthcare system and the vast
majority of studies, regardless
of ideological orientation, agree
that a single-payer system
would save trillions of dollars
when compared to our broken

and inefficient one.
A broken healthcare system
is unacceptable. And for college
students, many of whom are
away from home for the first
time in their lives, adjusting
to college can cause a lot of
stress and quickly exacerbate
mental health issues, rendering
access to quality mental
health
services
essential.
Unfortunately, the present
reality is that many college
students from middle-income
and low-income families have
varying access to healthcare,
often making current prices for
mental health treatment out of
reach. The healthcare system
has failed them.
If some of those students
struggle with suicidal thoughts
and decide to act on those
thoughts, they may be unwilling
to receive treatment at a mental
health facility. If they do opt
for treatment, the medical debt
could significantly impact their
financial situation, and even
attending college may become
out of reach. There should be
no question that the impacts to

their mental health would be
dire.
We
need
socialized
healthcare, both to cut costs
and save lives. On a more
personal level, I need socialized
healthcare to protect my
friends, but everyone needs
access to quality mental health
care regardless. Life is often
unkind, and the inevitable hard
times and painful situations
that come with it can make
anyone need more intensive
mental
health
assistance
sometimes.
If we want to protect the
people we care about, if we want
to treat the nearly 66 million
Americans that struggle with
mental health justice, we need
to ensure quality and affordable
mental healthcare for everyone
living in the United States.
Anything less is unacceptable.

Hal Fox is a sophomore
majoring in Chinese and
international studies major
from Robert, Louisiana.

UM must make mental health a priority
BRILEY RAKOW

thedmopinion@gmail.com

Mental health has been
a long-overlooked topic in
American society, and the
stigma surrounding mental
health
issues
and
their
treatment options is still
present. With college students
being some of the most affected
by depression and anxiety, it
is especially important to have
resources on campus to aid in
destigmatizing these disorders
and treating them effectively.
Studies show that 1 in
4 college students have a
diagnosable mental illness, and
most life-long cases of mental
health issues begin by age 24.
This means that thousands of
students on college campuses
around the country need
access to care, whether that
be counseling or medication.
The more resources available
to treat mental illness on
campus, the better the chance
of students utilizing them and
growing to see that mental

health issues are not something
to be ashamed of.
Mississippi ranks second
in the nation on prevalence
of mental health issues, with
resources provided ranking in
the bottom half of the country.
The University of Mississippi
has made strides to change
this, with each the Counseling
Center, Psychological Services
Center and the Clinic for
Outreach
and
Personal
Enrichment providing access
to mental health professionals,
group or individual therapy and
crisis intervention. Several of
these services, however, come at
a cost, which can deter students
from going to counseling.
Whether it be lower economic
standpoints or familial views on
treating mental health issues,
students may be wary to pay
or use insurance for counseling
purposes.
Some of the highest-ranking
collegiate
mental
health
programs
have
instituted
things like wellness coaching
for those with high stress or
relationship concerns, financial

and nutrition coaching, mobile
counseling and meditation
workshops. Prioritizing mental
health on campus means
devoting
more
resources
to programs like these to
ensure students have as many
opportunities to succeed at UM
as possible. College counselors
across the country have said
that mental illness has become
an increasing concern in
the past several years, with
academic anxiety, depression
and relationship issues being
at the forefront of student
problems.
With the high workload
expected of students added
with the social stresses of dayto-day life, it is no wonder
why students are left feeling
stressed and overwhelmed. The
University of Mississippi must
implement a comprehensive
plan to make mental health a
more universally understood
and discussed issue for students
and faculty alike. If half the
focus put on COVID-19 this
past year was put onto mental
health, real change could be

made on this campus.
Putting more money into
the programs already available
on the Ole Miss campus would
allow them to expand their
reach on campus, not just in
the services they offer but in
the knowledge they are able to
provide to the community. If
more students recognized the
signs of mental health issues
and how prevalent they are
among young people, mental
health could be seen as a branch
of general fitness rather than an
obscure problem on campus.
The more students are offered
help, the more likely they are to
take it.

In its mission statement,
Ole Miss states they strive for
excellence in healthcare along
with learning. Focusing more
resources toward mental health
and wellness can only push the
university closer to achieving
this mission and becoming a
more well-rounded community
for its students.

Briley
Rakow
is
a
sophomore
majoring
in
integrated marketing and
communications from Lemont,
Illinois.
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